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Abstract—Energy efficiency is an area of growing importance
in datacenters. While the energy proportionality wall poses
a challenge to further improve the dynamic power range of
servers, heterogeneous systems offer a new opportunity to achieve
higher energy efficiency by improving the match between ap-
plication workload demands on the large heterogeneous system
configuration space. This paper proposes a model-driven energy
proportionality analysis of heterogeneous clusters consisting of
server nodes with different performance-to-power ratio (PPR).
Our analysis shows that inter-node heterogeneity has a positive
effect of scaling the energy proportionality wall by exposing
configurations with sub-linear energy proportionality. Secondly,
analysis of these sub-linear configurations on the 95th percentile
response time shows that heterogeneity is beneficial in workloads
where the PPR of wimpy nodes is higher than brawny nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy proportionality was proposed as an important server
design metric to address the mismatch between the amount of
useful work performed and the energy consumed [10]. Energy
proportionality has stalled at 80% for individual servers. This
stall is referred to as the energy proportionality wall, and is
attributed to the lack of improvements in the dynamic power
range of servers [44].
While the energy proportionality wall leads to the intro-

duction of different low-power modes, these modes such as
sleep or shutdown are not viable options due to (i) longer
response time during traffic spikes and (ii) the necessity to
execute many background tasks in typical datacenters [26],
[10]. Therefore, research directions in the area of active low-
power modes have been explored, where the server continues
to perform some amount of useful work in a low-power state.
While Somniloquy [4] and barely alive servers [5] propose
servers performing only I/O operations in a low-power state,
KnighShift uses a low-power processor (knight) at lower
utilization levels. However, all of these works explore energy
efficiency at an individual server level. Complementing these
techniques, we analyze heterogeneous mixes of nodes with
diverse performance-to-power ratios to understand the impact
of heterogeneity on cluster-wide energy proportionality.
Energy efficiency techniques in the parallel computing

landscape mainly focus on clusters with traditional high-
performance multi-core systems such as x86/64 Intel/AMD
processor nodes, also known as brawny nodes [30], [39], [40].
With energy efficiency increasingly becoming a concern, the

use of low-power (wimpy) processors as an alternative in
designing clusters has been explored [38], [6], [18]. While
these works focus on using either high-performance or low-
power nodes, this paper analyzes the energy proportionality of
clusters having a mix of both wimpy and brawny nodes.
Heterogeneous clusters have many challenges including

selecting a good system configuration with respect to the
number of nodes of each type and dynamic adaptation of
the workload demands to available heterogeneous resources.
This paper addresses the first challenge and determines a static
mapping of the application to a system configuration. Dynamic
adaptation of workload during the execution of a program
complements our approach and can be used in conjunction
with the proposed approach.
For a given application with a time deadline and energy

budget, it is non-trivial to determine an energy-proportional
configuration among the large system configuration space due
to heterogeneity [31]. To analyze the energy proportionality
of such a mix of high-performance and low-power nodes, we
use an energy model to determine the energy proportionality of
heterogeneous clusters. Based on this model, we first analyze
single-node energy proportionality of both wimpy and brawny
nodes. We compare these nodes across a range of metrics and
show that while wimpy nodes are more power-efficient and
have a better performance-to-power ratio (PPR), they are less
energy-proportional than brawny nodes. Using this analysis,
we show that energy proportionality need not necessarily
imply energy efficiency, specifically when comparing nodes
with diverse peak power usage.
Secondly, we analyze the cluster-wide energy proportional-

ity of low-power and high-performance homogeneous clusters
and compare with heterogeneous clusters having a mix of both
wimpy and brawny nodes. This comparison among the clusters
again exposes the point that while traditionally energy pro-
portionality implies energy efficiency, this implication might
not hold when comparing systems with a diverse power ratio
among them. While energy proportionality advocates the usage
of brawny nodes, PPR metric using the throughput per watt
shows wimpy nodes to be more energy efficient.
Our previous work [31] showed that heterogeneity intro-

duces a “sweet region” consisting of a set of system configura-
tions that meet a given execution time deadline with minimum
energy, thus forming an energy-deadline Pareto frontier. It is
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imperative to understand the energy proportionality implica-
tions of these heterogeneous configurations on the sweet spot
region. To this end, we show how heterogeneity has a positive
effect of scaling the energy proportionality wall by exposing
configurations with sub-linear proportionality. Furthermore,
we analyze the impact of a given execution time deadline on
these sub-linearly proportional configurations and show that
they have minimal implications on the 95th percentile response
time. Such an analysis provides useful insights to lower energy
usage while still meeting a given execution time deadline
target, by using energy efficient system configurations, to
reduce overall system inefficiencies.
Our approach is applied to analyze the energy proportion-

ality for a range of typical datacenter applications such as
memcached key-value store used by web applications , H.264
encoding used in multimedia streaming, the financial analytics
program blackscholes from PARSEC, the real-time speech
recognition engine Julius, and the openssl implementation of
the RSA-2048 key verification step of the TLS/SSL encryption
mechanism. The time and energy models used in our approach
have been validated across all these workloads and across
different heterogeneous system configurations.
Traditionally, energy proportionality has been perceived as

synonymous to energy efficiency [10], [33], [43]. With the
emergence of several metrics to quantify energy proportion-
ality, we review these metrics and answer the question: Can
energy-proportionality using these metrics alone translate into
cluster-wide energy efficiency, specifically for clusters with a
heterogeneous mix of wimpy and brawny nodes. Furthermore,
this paper tackles implications of heterogeneity on the ideal
energy proportionality curve by making the following key
contributions:

1) we define a measurement-driven model to determine the
energy proportionality of clusters with brawny and wimpy
nodes

2) we show that inter-node heterogeneity has a positive ef-
fect of scaling the energy proportionality wall by enabling
sub-linear configurations

3) we show that these sub-linear configurations have mini-
mal impact on the 95th percentile response time

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses our methodology and we present the energy
proportionality analysis in Section III. We discuss the related
work in Section IV and summarize in Section V.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Overview

With heterogeneity becoming ubiquitous in datacenters
[29], [32], [12], it offers a new opportunity to obtain a
better resource match between application demands and the
heterogeneous platforms. However, the large configuration
space due to heterogeneity poses a challenge to both datacenter
architects and users of such heterogeneous clusters to choose
the right system configuration for executing a workload. Our
previous work [31] proposed a methodology to address this

challenge by providing a technique to determine the set of
Pareto-optimal system configurations to execute a program.
Such a configuration is defined using a set of tuples consisting
of the types of nodes, number of nodes for each type, the active
cores per node and the operating core clock frequency. While
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Figure 1: Methodology overview

our previous work [31] models the execution time and energy
using a measurement-driven modeling approach, those models
did not support energy proportionality. In our previous work
we derived the time energy models shown in Figure 1. To
understand the work presented in this paper, we summarize
the definitions of the model parameters and the time energy
model in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.

Table 1: Model parameters

Symbol Description
Workload Parameters

P program
Ps program P with smaller input size

λI/O I/O requests inter-arrival rate
System Parameters

dmax maximum degree of inter-node heterogeneity of the system
nmax maximum number of nodes of type i
cmax maximum number of cores for nodes of type i
fmax maximum core clock frequency for nodes of type i
U average system utilization during time period T

Time Model
n number of nodes
c number of active cores per node
f operating core clock frequency

TCPU total CPU response time for P
Tcore total core response time for P
Tmem total memory response time for P
TI/O total I/O response time for P
TI/OT

total I/O transfer time for P
TP total execution time of program P

Power Parameters[W]
PCPU,act CPU power when executing work cycles
PCPU,stall CPU power when memory-related stalls

Pmem power consumed by memory operations
Pnet power consumed by network card

Psys,idle power consumed by idle system
Energy Model[J]

ECPU,act total energy consumed when CPU is active
ECPU,stall total energy consumed when CPU is stalling

Emem total energy consumed by memory sub-system
Enet total energy consumed by network sub-system
Eidle total energy consumed by idle system
EP total energy consumed by a program P

E total energy consumed during time period T
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Table 2: Summary of time-energy model

Time Performance
TP maxdmax

i=1 (Ti)
Ti max(Ti,CPU , Ti,I/O)

Ti,CPU max(Ti,core, Ti,mem)

Ti,core
cyclesi,core

fi

Ti,mem
cyclesi,mem

fi

Ti,I/O

max(Ti,I/OT
, 1

λI/O
)

ni

Energy Performance
EP

∑n
i=1 Ei

Ei

(
Ei,CPU +Ei,mem + Ei,I/O + Ei,idle

)
· ni

Ei,CPU (Pi,CPU,act · Ti,act) + (Pi,CPU,stall · Ti,stall)
Ei,mem Pi,mem · Ti,mem

Ei,I/O Ti,I/O · Pi,I/O

Ei,idle Ti · Pi,idle

B. Energy Proportionality Extensions

As outlined in Figure 1, we extend the time and energy
models to determine the energy proportionality metrics: Dy-
namic Power Range (DPR), Idle-to-peak Power Ratio (IPR),
Energy Proportionality Metric (EPM) and Linear Deviation
Ratio (LDR). Using these modeled values, we analyze the
energy proportionality of both individual servers and clusters
and determine whether inter-node heterogeneity aids in scaling
the energy proportionality wall.
During execution, a processor consumes varying amount

of power depending on the number of active components.
CPU active power, PCPU,act, is measured across cores and
frequencies for each type of node, using a micro-benchmark
that maximizes the CPU utilization. Power incurred by CPU
stall cycles, PCPU,stall, is measured using a micro-benchmark
that generates a stream of cache misses to maximize the
number of stall cycles. Power used by active memory, Pmem

is derived from specifications [1], [23]. Networking I/O power,
PI/O , is obtained through direct measurement when the NIC
is used and the idle system power, Pidle, is measured without
any workload. It suffices to do the measurements on a single
node of each type because all the nodes of the same type
exhibit similar power characteristics.
We model the arrivals and departures of jobs to a datacenter

using an M/D/1 queueing model. Jobs are assumed to arrive
with inter-arrival time exponentially distributed with parameter
λjob, and are queued in a dispatcher node until all the
previous jobs have been serviced. The service time for a job is
considered fixed and according to the M/D/1 queueing model,
the utilization of the cluster is U = TPλjob, where TP is the
service time of a job. We simulate the impact of utilization
on the server or cluster by varying the arrival rate such that
the utilization varies between 0 and 1 for a given time period
T . When the utilization of the server or cluster is zero, the
system is idle for the entire observation duration T.
We derive the peak power consumed by a node by modeling

the energy consumed during a time period T and the utilization
is 1.

Ppeak,P =
EU=1

T

The idle power is determined when the system is not executing
any job and utilization is 0.

Pidle,P =
EU=0

T

Table 3: Summary of energy proportionality extensions

Metrics
DPR 100− Pidle(%)

IPR
Pidle
Ppeak

EPM 1−
∫
100

0
Pserver ·du−

∫
100

0
Pideal·du∫

100

0
Pideal·du

LDR max
|·|
u

P (u)−((Ppeak−Pidle)u+Pidle)

(Ppeak−Pidle)u+Pidle

PG(u)
P (u)server−P (u)ideal

P (u)ideal

Utilization [%] 
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Figure 2: Energy proportionality metric relationships
An ideal energy-proportional system consumes no power

when idle and its power consumption grows linearly with
the amount of utilization of its resources. For example, the
ideal energy-proportional system consumes 10% of its peak
power at 10% utilization as shown in Figure 2. However,
the actual proportionality of servers or clusters can be super-
linear or sub-linear. Multiple metrics have been proposed by
researchers to quantify the energy proportionality of individual
server nodes. While both the DPR and IPR metrics capture
server power at zero utilization, server’s power consumption
is known to increase non-linearly with utilization [40], which
is not accounted for by these metrics. Since the majority of
datacenters over-provision their servers to achieve reasonable
QoS at peak utilization, most servers operate at 30% utilization
on an average [9]. Hence, a more meaningful metric would be
to capture the ratio between power consumption at 30% and
100% utilization. However, datacenter operators will find it
convenient to shift workloads accordingly if they have prior
knowledge of server proportionality at different utilization
levels, which is determined by our approach.
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As shown in Figure 2, the EPM metric measures server’s
power consumption at different utilization levels using the
area between server’s power consumption and the ideal power
consumption curve. Varsamopoulos et al. [42] propose a metric
called the Linear Deviation Ratio (LDR) to account for the
linearity of server’s energy proportionality curve across utiliza-
tion . While both EPM and LDR account for proportionality
across utilization levels, the results are expressed as a single
value. For the EPM metric, a value of one indicates that server
consumes power proportional to its load, while a value of
zero indicates that the server consumes a constant amount of
power irrespective of its load [33]. For LDR, lower values
indicate a close-to-linear system, negative values represent
sub-linear energy proportionality and positive values represent
super-linear proportionality. The aggregation of these metrics
into a single value limits the analysis of energy-efficient
configurations across cluster utilization levels. In contrast,
the Proportionality Gap (PG) metric [44], is defined at each
utilization and a lower value of PG is indicative of a more
energy-proportional server.
Figure 2 summarizes the relationships among recent energy

proportionality metrics. In the sections that follow, we use
these metrics to analyze the energy proportionality of both
homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters with wimpy and
brawny nodes. While the energy proportionality metrics factor
in only the power consumption with respect to the peak power
and utilization of the server (or cluster), another metric that
factors throughput along with power is the performance-to-
power ratio (PPR). It is defined as the throughput of the
workload per unit power across utilization levels,

PPR(u) =
Throughput[operations/s]

Power[W ]

where throughput denotes the number of useful operations
performed by the system per unit time. This metric is also
used in SPEC benchmark [35].

C. Workloads and System Setup

As we are targeting datacenter systems, we select six typical
workloads with different deadline requirements and exposing
different performance bottlenecks. EP, from NPB bench-
mark [8], is an embarrassingly parallel distributed-memory
program that generates random numbers for Monte-Carlo nu-
merical simulation. Memcached is widely used by Facebook,
Amazon, Twitter, among others, as an in-memory key-value
distributed storage. When a key request arrives, a front-end
node dispatches the request to a set of nodes that are respon-
sible for storing the key-values belonging to an application.
All nodes in the pool perform a key look-up computation, but
typically few nodes return the value. However, this operation
exerts complex service demands on core, memory and I/O
devices [21], [41]. We use memslap running on another system
to trigger requests to the memcached server over a 1 Gbps
network connection. This memslap program generates requests
with fixed key-value size and uniform popularity.

From the PARSEC benchmark suite [11], x264 represents
the widely used encoding algorithm for streaming video, and
blackscholes represents a quantitative model for determining
option pricing. The open source speech recognition engine
Julius [3] represents the increasing adoption of real-time
speech processing workloads originating from smart devices.
To analyze the energy efficiency of web security, we use
the openssl RSA-2048 speed benchmark because major web
players are increasingly concerned with the in-transit data
security and are hardening the https encryption [2]. These
representative workloads along with the cluster validation
results are summarized in Table 4 and each type of workload
constitutes a single job. The errors denote the percentage
difference between the model and the measured values.

Table 4: Cluster validation

Domain Program Execution time Energy
error[%] error[%]

HPC EP 3 10
Web Server memcached 10 8
Streaming video x264 11 10
Financial blackscholes 4 7
Speech recognition Julius 13 1
Web security RSA-2048 2 8

Datacenters typically receive multiple jobs concurrently
from many users. To represent the arrival of multiple jobs,
we vary the number of jobs per batch. In our analysis, this
variation in the number of jobs per batch and number of
batches in an observation interval varies the utilization of the
individual servers and the cluster system.

D. Inter-node Heterogeneous Cluster System

In this paper, we consider scale-out workloads [16], [25],
which are highly parallelizable with negligible inter-node
communication. Such programs have repeating parallel phases
of execution and different service demands for the cores,
memory and network I/O resources depending on application
domain and problem size. Many datacenter workloads must
obey strict service time deadlines. To service requests within
a deadline, processing is distributed over hundreds of server
nodes. Jobs arrive at front-end nodes and are forwarded to
a cluster of back-end leaf nodes that service job requests.
Both response time and the energy incurred by a job are
dominated by leaf nodes [25]. Thus, we focus on the energy
proportionality of heterogeneous leaf nodes with diverse PPRs
as shown in Figure 3.
All nodes are multicore systems, and all cores inside a

node operate at a core clock frequency f ∈ [fmin, fmax],
where fmin and fmax are specific to each type of node.
Because we target typical server systems, we consider that
the cores inside a node are super-scalar and support out-of-
order execution where at least one integer instruction, one
floating point instruction and one memory request instruction
can be issued within each CPU cycle. Because of out-of-order
architecture, the execution of instructions for which the data is
available can be overlapped with the time required to retrieve
the data for subsequent instructions [14].
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Figure 3: Heterogeneous cluster

For analysing cluster-wide energy proportionality, we use
the same metrics as for the single node case and the power
consumed by the whole cluster under consideration. For cluster
utilization, we consider the same workload being executed by
all the nodes in the cluster. While all nodes of the same type
execute similar proportion of the workload, the amount of
workload executed by nodes of different types is determined
by matching the execution rates among the different types of
nodes, such that all nodes finish executing at the same time as
shown in Table 2. Thus, in our approach, the idling period of
all nodes in a system configuration is approximately the same
and depends only on the cluster utilization level.

For simplicity, each node has a single memory controller
(i.e. Uniform Memory Architecture) that is equally shared
among all the cores of the system. The I/O devices in modern
server systems are memory-mapped and can transfer data to
and from the main memory with minimal intervention from
the CPU, because the transfers are controlled by a specialized
processor called the DMA controller. Thus, the activities of the
network I/O devices can be completely overlapped with the
CPU activities. Most modern multicore systems are covered
by this model of execution, including high-performance Intel
Xeon or AMD Opteron systems, and low-power ARM Cortex-
A8, Cortex-A9, Cortex-A15 and Cortex-A57 systems. In this
paper, we consider systems with one I/O network device with
workloads having negligible storage I/O requirements.

While our proposed approach can analyze a generic mix
of heterogeneous nodes, for validation, we consider a mix of
A9 (ARM), and K10 (AMD), as shown in Table 5. These
representative nodes cover the broad spectrum of performance
and power offered by computing platforms today. At one end
of the spectrum is the low-power A9 node which consumes
a peak power of only 5W. At the other end of the power
spectrum, we select the K10 node that consumes a peak
power of about 60W and offers a peak performance around 50
GFLOPS. We use perf to access hardware event counters and
to measure execution time, and a Yokogawa WT210 power
monitor to measure the power and energy, as shown in Fig. 4.

Table 5: Types of heterogeneous nodes

Node ARM Cortex AMD Opteron
A9 K10

ISA ARMv7-A x86 64
Clock Freq 0.2–1.4 GHz 0.8–2.1 GHz
Cores/node 4 6
L1 data cache 32KB / core 64KB / core
L2 cache 1MB / node 512KB / core
L3 cache NA 6MB / node
Memory 1GB LP-DDR2 8GB DDR3
I/O bandwidth 100Mbps 1Gbps
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Figure 4: Validation setup

III. ANALYSIS

A. Performance-to-Power Ratios

PPR is defined as the work done per unit of time, normalized
by the average power consumption. This is equivalent to
the work done per unit of energy. The unit of work for
different workloads depends on the program and are shown
in Table 6. The PPRs computed for the most energy-efficient
configuration per type of node are shown in Table 6. As
observed from the table, A9 has a better PPR than K10, but
with two notable exceptions. For web-security applications
such as RSA-2048, K10 has better PPR due to its special
instructions that accelerate cryptography processing. x264
encoding algorithm is memory-bound [11], and performsmuch
better on the K10 node which has a higher memory bandwidth.
For the other applications, A9 has a better PPR but lower
overall performance. This makes a case for mixing these two
nodes with diverse PPR and analyze if such a cluster scales
the energy proportionality wall.

Table 6: Performance-to-power ratio

Program Performance A9 K10
per Watt (PPR) node node

EP (random no./s)/W 6,048,057 1,414,922
memcached (bytes/s)/W 5,224,004 2,68,067
x264 (frames/s)/W 0.7 1
blackscholes (options/s)/W 11,413 2,902
Julius (samples/s)/W 69,654 21,390
RSA-2048 (verify/s)/W 968 1091

B. Energy Proportionality Analysis of Brawny and Wimpy
Node

Table 7 shows the different energy proportionality metrics
described in Section II-B for the A9 and K10 nodes across
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Figure 5: Energy proportionality of brawny and wimpy nodes1
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Figure 6: PPR of brawny and wimpy nodes2

all the workloads considered in this paper. From the results in
the table, brawny K10 node has better energy proportionality
compared to the wimpy low-power A9 node. Secondly, an
interesting observation from the table is all of these metrics
indicate the same value for a given program. While the EPM
and LDR values are equal to 1 − IPR, the DPR value is
(1− IPR)× 100. All of these metrics use Ppeak and Pidle to
quantify proportionality over a given period. As the metrics in
the table are cumulative and do not indicate the proportionality
of nodes at individual utilization levels, we plot the percentage
of peak power consumed by these nodes to further analyze the
variation of the proportionality gap with utilization.

Figures 5a, 5b and 5c plot the energy proportionality of a
single AMD Opteron K10 node and ARM Cortex-A9 node
for the EP, x264 and blackscholes programs respectively. The
utilization percentage for all the plots is determined by varying
the number of jobs in a given observation interval, T , based
on the time per job TP as described in Section II-B. From the
plots, we conclude that usage of K10 nodes in system clusters
is more energy-proportional than using the A9 node, for com-
pute and memory intensive workloads. However, comparison
between the absolute values of the idle power consumed by
the two nodes shows that the idle power of A9 (≈1.8W) is at
least 25 times lower than that of K10 (≈45W). This counter-
intuitive result is because the energy proportionality metrics
described in Section II-B do not portray a complete picture as
they only provide the percentage of the power consumption
with respect to the peak at different utilization levels. The
metrics neither consider the absolute power values nor do they
consider performance characteristics.

Table 7: Single-node energy proportionality

Program DPR IPR EPM LDR
A9 K10 A9 K10 A9 K10 A9 K10

EP 25.97 34.57 0.74 0.65 0.26 0.34 0.26 0.35
memcached 16.78 11.05 0.83 0.89 0.17 0.11 0.17 0.11
x264 35.54 38.41 0.64 0.62 0.36 0.38 0.36 0.39
blackscholes 32.11 37.30 0.68 0.63 0.32 0.37 0.32 0.37
Julius 30.48 38.10 0.70 0.62 0.30 0.38 0.31 0.38
RSA-2048 35.62 41.19 0.64 0.59 0.36 0.41 0.36 0.41

Figures 6a, 6b and 6c plot the PPR across utilization levels
for a single node of K10 and A9 executing EP, x264 and
blackscholes workloads respectively. For certain workloads
like x264, both the PPR and energy proportionality metrics
concur (Figures 5b and 6b), wherein K10 has both a better
PPR and proportionality gap compared to A9. However, the
comparison of the energy proportionality and the PPR values
of the EP and blackscholes workloads show contradictory
results in terms of determining the more efficient node.

While the PPR of the A9 wimpy node is better than that of
brawny K10 for executing both EP and blackscholes workload,
the proportionality gap of the A9 node is bigger than that of
K10 for these workloads. This contradicting result stems from
the fact that while energy proportionality determines how the
server power consumption adapts to different utilization levels,
it does not consider the throughput.

1These plots depict the percentage of peak power consumed by the system
for a specific utilization value as defined in Section II. EPM is the area between
the energy proportionality of the system and the ideal energy proportionality.

2For all the PPR plots presented in this paper, higher is better
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Table 8: Cluster-wide energy proportionality

Program
DPR IPR EPM LDR

128 A9 64 A9 0 A9 128 A9 64 A9 0 A9 128 A9 64 A9 0 A9 128 A9 64 A9 0 A9
0 K10 8 K10 16 K10 0 K10 8 K10 16 K10 0 K10 8 K10 16 K10 0 K10 8 K10 16 K10

EP 25.97 32.66 34.57 0.74 0.67 0.65 0.26 0.33 0.34 0.26 0.33 0.35
memcached 16.78 12.44 11.05 0.83 0.88 0.89 0.17 0.12 0.11 0.17 0.12 0.11
x264 35.54 37.73 38.41 0.64 0.62 0.62 0.36 0.38 0.38 0.36 0.38 0.38
blackscholes 32.11 36.10 37.30 0.68 0.64 0.63 0.32 0.36 0.37 0.32 0.36 0.37
Julius 30.48 36.39 38.09 0.70 0.64 0.62 0.30 0.36 0.38 0.30 0.37 0.38
RSA-2048 35.62 39.92 41.19 0.64 0.60 0.59 0.36 0.40 0.41 0.36 0.40 0.41

C. Cluster-wide Energy-proportionality

We assume a fixed system configuration across all utilization
levels to ensure that the energy proportionality analysis is an
unbiased comparison among different cluster mixes. Further-
more, to ensure a fair comparison among cluster mixes, we
constrain the peak power of the cluster using a fixed power
budget. This is motivated by the fact that datacenters often
have an upper bound on their peak power consumption. Based
on peak power consumed by the A9 and K10 node, we analyze
both homogeneous clusters and cluster mixes such that the
total peak power is within the allocated budget.
For this analysis we consider a peak power budget of 1kW.

The combination of the different heterogeneous cluster mixes
within a 1kW power budget can be determined using a power
substitution ratio of 8:1 between the A9 and K10 nodes3.
The values of the energy proportionality metrics for the ho-

mogeneous clusters and a heterogeneous cluster are shown in
Table 8. The results of the cluster-wide energy proportionality
are similar to the single-node case. As seen from the values
in the table, high-power homogeneous clusters consisting of
K10 nodes have better energy proportionality compared to
the homogeneous cluster with A9 nodes. However, the K10
cluster consumes an idle power of around 720W which is
about three times higher compared to the A9 cluster. Thus,
this contradiction shows that using only energy proportionality
metrics do not always reveal the most energy-efficient system
configuration. This conclusion is further augmented by com-
paring the cluster-wide energy proportionality and PPR for
different workloads.
Figures 7 and 8 plot the energy proportionality and PPR

for the different cluster configurations executing EP workload
respectively. Comparing the proportionality gaps of different
clusters and their respective PPRs, it is evident that the
efficient heterogeneous system configurations determined by
the two metrics are completely different. While the energy
proportionality advocates the use of 32 A9 and 12 K10 node
mix, the PPR advocates the mix with 96 A9 and 4 K10 nodes.
The cluster-wide energy proportionality plots for all the

workloads indicate that the homogeneous configuration using
K10 nodes has the least proportionality gap. On the contrary,
the PPR plots of EP and blackscholes workloads illustrate that

3This ratio is derived based on the peak powers of the A9 and K10 nodes.
Since one A9 node draws a peak power of 5W and one K10 node draws a
peak power of 60W, one K10 node can be replaced by 12 A9 nodes. Factoring
about 20W peak power drawn by the switch that connects the A9 nodes, gives
us a power substitution ratio of 8:1.
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Figure 7: Cluster-wide energy proportionality of EP
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Figure 8: Cluster-wide PPR of EP

the homogeneous configuration consisting of 128 A9 nodes
exhibits the best PPR. This contradiction between energy
proportionality and PPR is also exposed when determining
energy-efficient heterogeneous configurations. For the blacksc-
holes workload, while the energy proportionality shows that a
mix with 32 A9 and 12 K10 nodes has the least proportionality
gap, while the PPR indicates that this mix has the worst
PPR among the heterogeneousmixes. For determining efficient
system execution configurations, PPR offers better insights as
it additionally factors in the performance along with the power
used. Thus, in comparison with the energy proportionality
metrics, PPR provides better insights about system resource
imbalances and inefficiencies.

D. Does Inter-node Heterogeneity Scale the Energy Propor-
tionality Wall?

Inter-node heterogeneous systems allow for better match-
ing between an application’s resource demands and available
system resources due to different combinations of system
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Figure 9: Energy proportionality of Pareto-optimal configura-
tions for EP
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Figure 10: Energy proportionality of Pareto-optimal configu-
rations for x264
parameters such as types of nodes, number of nodes of each
type, number of active cores per node and the operating core
clock frequency. For example, a system with ten AMD and ten
ARM nodes results in a total of 36,380 possible heterogeneous
configurations4. An approach to reduce the configuration space
is beyond the scope of this paper.
While our previous work [31] shows that, among the large

set of configurations there exists a Pareto-optimal set of hetero-
geneous configurations that form the energy-deadline Pareto
frontier, the impact of these Pareto-optimal configurations on
cluster-wide energy proportionality is non-obvious. Figures 9
and 10 plot the energy proportionality for the configurations
on the Pareto-frontier using a maximum of 32 A9 and 12 K10
nodes, executing the EP and x264 workload respectively. Dif-
ferent configurations achieve the same utilization by varying
the number of jobs executed in a given observation interval
T .
As observed, several Pareto-optimal configurations have

sub-linear energy proportionality, as they fall below the ideal

4a) Mix of ARM and AMD nodes = 10 (ARM nodes) × 5 (core frequencies
per ARM node) × 4 (number of cores per ARM node) × 10 (AMD nodes)
× 3 (core frequencies per AMD node) × 6 (cores per AMD node) = 36,000;
b) Considering only ARM nodes, 10 × 5 × 4 = 200; c) Considering only
AMD nodes, 10 × 3 × 6 = 180. Total = 36, 000 + 200 + 180 = 36, 380
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Figure 11: Response time of sub-linear heterogeneous mixes
for EP
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Figure 12: Response time of sub-linear heterogeneous mixes
for x264

energy proportionality. These sub-linearly proportional con-
figurations arise by reducing the number of brawny nodes.
As seen from the plots, the configurations below the ideal
proportionality have decreasing number of brwany nodes thus
decreasing the idle power and becoming sub-linearly propor-
tional. For example, given a maximum of 32 A9 and 12 K10
nodes executing the EP workload, a configuration with 25
A9 and 8 K10 nodes is above the ideal proportionality, but
a configuration with 25 A9 and 7 K10 nodes exhibits sub-
linear proportionality for cluster utilization of 50% as shown
in Figure 9. While these configurations with smaller number
of K10 nodes consume less energy than ideal, they trade-
off execution time to save energy. This trade-off with respect
to the response time deadline is not clear from the energy
proportionality plots alone. Hence, the response time analysis
for these configurations gives additional insights in choosing
an energy- and time-efficient configuration.

E. Impact of Sub-linear Configurations on Response Time

Figure 11 plots the 95th percentile response times for the
EP workload executed on different heterogeneous mixes that
have sub-linear energy proportionality. This plot shows that
the response time differences among the configurations is in
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the sub-millisecond range. Thus, we show that heterogeneity
introduces sub-linearly proportional configurations that do not
impact response times. However, this observation holds only
when the PPR of wimpy nodes is better than the PPR of
brawny nodes because these sub-linear configurations exist by
removing brawny nodes and reducing the power consumed.
Therefore, for workloads such as x264 where the brawny
clusters outperform wimpy clusters, heterogeneity introduces
sub-linear energy-proportional configurations, but the execu-
tion time is degraded to the order of seconds.
Figures 10 and 12 plot the energy proportionality and the

95th percentile response time for heterogeneous clusters with a
maximum 32 A9 and 12 K10 nodes executing the x264 work-
load. While the number of sub-linear configurations for x264
is larger compared to the EP workload, these configurations
suffer from response time degradation in the order of seconds
as shown in Figure 12. Thus, while heterogeneity scales the
proportionality wall, these sub-linear configurations are not
time-efficient for workloads that have a lower PPR on wimpy
nodes compared to brawny ones, such as x264. The existence
of the energy- and time-efficient configurations among the sub-
linearly proportional configurations is directly derived from
the PPR of the programs on the two types of nodes. As high-
performing nodes are removed, execution time increases, but if
the PPR of the low-power nodes is better then these sub-linear
configurations are both energy and time efficient.

IV. RELATED WORK

There are many research works on managing energy in-
efficiencies of datacenter workloads and server systems. We
classify the related work pertaining to this paper using two
broad categories (i) energy proportionality and (ii) energy
efficiency techniques for heterogeneous clusters, and compare
them with the contributions of this paper.

A. Energy Proportionality

Energy proportionality studies of warehouse scale comput-
ers and strategies to improve non-peak power efficiency has
been widely explored [15], [22], [36]. There are many research
studies that employ dynamic strategies using software driven
transitions to exploit multiple low-power server modes. Such
strategies and techniques complement the energy proportion-
ality study in this paper and can be applied to further reduce
the inefficiencies of heterogeneous cluster mixes. While Hsu
et al. [17] question the linearity of the energy proportionality
curve and show that most modern servers follow a quadratic
trend, we show that the energy proportionality metric alone
does not suffice to study clusters consisting of nodes with
diverse PPRs.
Barroso et al. [9] suggest that energy proportionality at the

system level cannot be achieved through CPU optimizations
alone, but instead requires improvements across all compo-
nents, such as memory and network devices. Energy propor-
tionality of server-level memories for datacenter workloads
and datacenter network architectures have been proposed [23],
[34], but these studies are tangential to our work, as we

study the impact of inter-node heterogeneity on cluster-wide
energy proportionality. With servers exhibiting lesser pro-
portionality gaps at higher utilization levels, workload co-
location strategies have been proposed to increase cluster
utilization [20], [24], [46]. The implications of high energy-
proportional servers such as KnightShift [44] on cluster wide
energy proportionality was studied [45]. However, this paper
addresses energy proportionality for inter-node heterogeneous
clusters consisting of node mixes with diverse PPRs.

B. Energy efficiency techniques for heterogeneous systems

Many research studies explore dynamic algorithms for both
power management [13], [19], [27], and energy efficiency
of heterogeneous clusters [7], [47], [48]. These techniques
complement our approach and can be applied to the energy
proportional heterogeneous mixes analyzed in this paper. For
a given power budget, a proposed cluster-in-a-box production
system using only low-power CPUs improves the performance
per watt-hour [37]. However, we analyze energy proportion-
ality for a given power budget using a heterogeneous mix of
nodes with diverse PPRs.
More recently, with the emergence of ARM big.LITTLE,

a hierarchical power management approach to optimize the
performance per watt within a thermal-design power budget
is proposed by Muthukaruppan et al. [28]. While these works
focus on intra-chip heterogeneity, our proposed approach is
applicable for inter-node heterogeneity and addresses multi-
ISA heterogeneity. Nathuji et al. [29] propose an intelligent
workload allocation method to exploit across-platform hetero-
geneity for power efficiency. However, we analyze the energy
proportionality of heterogeneous systems having nodes with
diverse PPRs. Our previous work [31] modeled the execution
time and energy of heterogeneous systems having nodes with
diverse PPRs, but does not address energy proportionality.

V. CONCLUSION

With heterogeneity becoming ubiquitous in datacenters due
to the paradigm shift from high-performance to low-power de-
signs in server systems, new opportunities arise for an energy-
efficient matching of workload service demands and resource
capabilities. Motivated by this, our paper proposes an energy
proportionality analysis to determine the impact of brawny and
wimpy inter-node heterogeneity on energy proportionality. By
extending our time-energy model to include a range of energy
proportionality metrics, we analyze the energy proportionality
of both homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters with high-
performance (brawny) and low-power (wimpy) nodes. We
perform this analysis for a wide range of datacenter work-
loads representing application domains such as web-hosting,
multimedia streaming, financial analytics, real-time speech
recognition, and web-security. Using two different types of
nodes, AMD (brawny) and ARM (wimpy) processors, we
cover the broad spectrum of performance and power offered
by computing platforms today.
For a given power budget, we show that inter-node het-

erogeneous clusters exhibit the positive effect of scaling the
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energy proportionality wall by enabling sub-linear energy-
proportional configurations. Furthermore, we show that for
workloads that have better PPR on wimpy systems, these
configurations have minimal impact on the 95th percentile
response time.
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